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TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE?
Even as the rich and developed countries steadily emerge out of the stranglehold of the
pandemic, developing countries can only look longingly at vaccines that remain out of
their reach

MAJ. GEN. AJAY SAH (RETD.)
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER

W

hen the UNICEF says in
its blog that “vaccines
are amongst the greatest
advances of modern medicine”,
there is a great deal of weightage
attached to this proclamation. It is
a recorded fact that over the years,
they have saved millions of lives and
slashed child mortality rates in half.
Nevermore was this miracle tool of
science more required as now – the
COVID-19 virus has already claimed
almost 3.5 million lives (as of May
25th), with almost 10,000 deaths
being reported daily worldwide.
With surprising alacrity and

speed, modern science was able to
conjure up several vaccines in record
time, thus raising hopes of killing
the virus and reclaiming life as it
was. Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT)
Accelerator is a ground-breaking
global collaborative programme
that was set up last year. It aimed
at development, production and
equitable access to COVID-19 tests,
treatments and most importantly,
vaccines.
Currently, there are ten vaccines
in mass usage – AstraZeneca, Pfizer
BioNTech, Moderna , Sinopharm,
Sputnik V, Sinovac, Janssen, CanSino,
EpiVacCorona and Covaxin.

THE COVAX EXPERIMENT
UNICEF, which is spearheading
the global COVAX programme, has an

ambitious target of injecting 2 billion
doses by the end of 2021, a goal that
appears near to impossible. The
logistics by themselves are daunting,
where procurement, storage, and
distribution are mammoth tasks, all
amidst a pandemic that refuses to
slow down.
COVAX aims to vaccinate at least
20 per cent of the population of 92
poorest countries that have signed
up. Although as per WHO, at least
70 per cent of the global population
must be vaccinated to have
immunity, thus falling far short of the
level of immunity needed to protect
the world. The COVAX programme
is planned to be sustained by 170
million doses of AstraZeneca from
European sources along with 200
million doses from Indian SII. There
also exists an option for an additional
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PROGRESS OF COVAX DELIVERIES TO THE
TOP BENEFICIARIES
COVID-19 vaccine doses allocated through COVAX until
May and deliveries as of May 4, 2021 (in millions)

Serum Inﬆitute

SK Bioscience

COVAX doses received
Remainder

COVAX doses received
Remainder
Pakiﬆan

14.6

0.0

Nigeria

Indonesia

11.7

5.0

Bangladesh

0.0

Brazil

1.0

Ethiopia

2.2

DRC

5.9

1.7

Philippines

0.9

7.6

4.6

0.5
0

9.1

THE INDIAN SCENE

10.9

5.5

1.1

Mexico
Egypt

13.7

3.9

3

4.4

6

9

Allocated through May

Excludes India, for which allocation has been delayed
Source: Unicef COVID-19 Vaccine Market Dashboard, COVAX Diﬆribution Forecaﬆ

900 million doses of AstraZeneca or
the vaccine under development,
Novavax. The other candidates are
Johnson and Johnson (500 million
doses) and Sanofi/GSK (200 million
doses). The latest candidate is the
U.S. drug giant Moderna, which
will provide 500 million doses at its
“lowest tiered price”, but these are
likely to be available earliest in late
2022. Sadly, a return to normal life
still seems a long way off as the rate
of vaccination is moving at a snail’s
pace. As per Wall Street Journal
(April 20), the COVAX programme
has received only $ 600million
in contributions leaving a gap of
almost $7.3 billion. So far, only 49
million doses of vaccines have been
delivered, with further demand for
$35 billion to $45 billion to immunise
all adults. The commitment seems
to have been met by Pfizer and
AstraZeneca till date, and some lowincome countries that have benefitted
include Algeria, Malawi and Uganda
in Africa, Iran and Iraq in the Middle
East and Barbados, El Salvador,
and Nicaragua in the Americas.
Dr
Tedros,
the
controversial
Director-General of World Health

12

times over. As per BBC figures
of February, topping the list was
Canada (338million, 5 x times), UK
(457million, 3.6x times),
EU (1.8
billion, 2.7x times), Australia (124
million, 1.5x times) and U.S. (1.2
billion, 2 x times). In comparison, the
middle-income countries are lagging
behind with Brazil (232 million, 55 per
cent), Indonesia (138 million, 38 per
cent), African Union (372 million, 38
per cent) and India (116 million, 4 per
cent).
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Organisation, has criticised the rich
nations for “gobbling up” the global
vaccine supply by ordering and
hoarding many times their genuine
requirements. As per Dr Tedros, only
0.3 per cent of the vaccine’s shots had
gone to poor countries by the end of
April, far below what should have
been achieved. Not surprisingly, the
“vaccine factory of the world”, India, is
being blamed for a shortfall of more
than 190 million doses by the end of
June. India has stopped its exports
due to a massive spike in infections
since late March. Now UNICEF is
pleading to the G7 countries Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the
UK and the U.S., as well as the EU,
to donate their surplus supplies
urgently. The scarcity can somewhat
be made up if G7 countries donate
20 per cent of their supplies in June,
July, and August, releasing about
153 million doses for the COVAX
programme.

THE GREEDY RICH
Many of the richer countries have
ensured supplies that will vaccinate
their entire adult population many

The Indian vaccination drive is
floundering due to the sudden and
unprecedented rise in infections,
making an early completion of the
drive a national imperative. Only two
Indian companies, Serum Institute of
India (Covishield) and Bharat Biotech,
licenced by the Indian Council of
Medical Research (Covaxin), were
originally in the supply chain.
While
the
Indian
vaccine
manufacturing scene in the past
has been dominated by seven
Public Sector Undertakings, the
manufacturing licence of only
four remains valid. Yet another
PSU, Integrated Vaccine Complex,
Tamilnadu, which was in the forefront
during the Universal Immunisation
Programme, also remains defunct. To
ratchet up the production now, three
PSUs-Haffkine
Biopharmaceutical
Corporation Ltd, Mumbai, Indian
Immunologicals Limited, Hyderabad
and Bharat Immunologicals and
Biologicals Limited, Bulandshahr
have been selected to join the
vaccine production. Funds are being
invested in Bharat Biotech by the
Central Government to double
Covaxin production by May-June. The
objective is to continue enhancing it
with every passing month once its
Bangalore and Hyderbad plants are
fully operational. SII will increase
production from 60-70 million doses
a month to 100 million doses a
month, possibly by June.
As per government figures, the
production of vaccines in India is
likely to go up from 1 million doses
in April to about 70 million by August
and up to 100 million by September.
The Indian demand is colossal by any
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INDIA-COVID-19

World’s largeﬆ vaccination drive
On May 1, India began its vaccination drive for the 18-44 age group.
But the rush to vaccinate the largeﬆ age group in the country has
been hampered by vaccine shortage.

594.6m

POPULATION
AGES: 18-44

ESTIMATED TOTAL POPULATION: 1.4 BILLION

About 26 m
Fully Vaccinated

About 124 m
Got the ﬁrﬆ dose
of vaccination

594 m
18-45 years
Vaccination pending

Source: Press Information Bureau India,
India Today, Hinduﬆan Times | May 3, 2021

Not Yet
eligible
for
vaccination
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standards – about 700 million doses
for over 340 million over 45 plus 600
million for what was given in Phase
1 (Frontline workers) and Phase 2
(senior citizens and comorbid cases
over 45). In case children below 18
too have to be vaccinated, then there
will be another one billion doses
required. Just over 200 million have
been vaccinated by 25 May, with
about 50 million fully vaccinated.
India is in a global search for
additional sources and has already
reached an agreement with Russia

for Sputknik V by Dr Reddy’s Labs (250
million doses contracted for the time
being). PfizerBioNTech and Moderna
rated as the most efficient so far,
even against the new mutations of
the virus, have their order books
full up to late 2022 and 2023. They
are unlikely to make a commitment
to India unless the deal is especially
lucrative and allows time for setting
up additional manufacturing facilities,
preferably in India, under relaxed
terms and conditions. The Indian
government is in talks with Johnson

COVID-19 VACCINE DOSES ADMINISTERED PER 100 PEOPLE

Total number of vaccination doses adminiﬆered per 100 people in the total population. This is counted as a single dose, and may
not equal the total number of people vaccinated, depending on the speciﬁc dose regime (e.g. people receive multiple doses).
North America
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Source: Oﬃcial data collated by Our World in Data
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& Johnson to begin clinical trials,
which may be fast-tracked to enable
them to market finished vaccines by
the end of 2021. The Indian biotech
industry is working hard to come up
with new variants of vaccines that are
at various stages of development.
Covovax (SII and US biotech firm
Novovax – by September 1 billion
doses per year), Bharat Biotech’s
intranasal COVID-19 vaccine BBV154
under a licensing agreement with
the Washington University School
of Medicine (Phase 1 trials), Zydus
Cadila’s three-dose plasmid DNA
vaccine, ZyCoV-D (Phase III trials),
Hyderabad-based Biological E under
development with Baylor College
of Medicine in Houston and the USbased Dynavax Technologies (Phase
II trials) and Aurobindo Pharma
(Phase I trials).

Assessment
The global vaccination scene
remains grim unless the
developed world shows greater
empathy by sharing vaccine
stocks from their national
supplies. With the infections
rates rapidly declining in these
countries, the chances of their
surplus stock being put to better
use increase. It must not be
forgotten that in a pandemic of
this nature, no one is safe until
every one is safe. Delay or failure
to vaccinate the developing world
could leave behind a large pocket
of the virus, giving it time to
mutate and resurface in an even
deadlier form.
As regards India, while currently
its vaccination strategy may
appear in a bit of a disarray,
there is hope that the overall
situation will rapidly improve. By
the end of this year, the rate of
vaccination will hopefully pick up.
The underlying concern is the
predicted third wave likely to
raise its head by November and
the fact the entire under 18 years
population will be vulnerable as
no vaccine has been identified for
them as yet.
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INDIA’S ASTRAZENECA DEAL
The global controversy surrounding AstraZeneca, India’s primary vaccine, together with
an inadequate adverse reaction reporting system, has given rise to many unanswered
questions

India too.

LOWER EFFICACY

Dr. Gifty Immanuel, MD, PhD
Director, Medical Services,
Synergia Foundation

A

dverse reactions to the
AstraZenaca, as reported in
India till date, have mostly
involved allergies, severe body pain,
few cases of cardiac ailments and
COVID-like symptoms. However,
there has been no formation of
major blood clots whatsoever, as
was reported in Europe and other
countries.
Could this be due to racial
variations, in that most incidents of
adverse reaction have been reported
in a population that is very different
from ours, i.e. a largely Caucasian
one? In any case, we will have to
wait and see once a mass number
of people have been vaccinated in

Covishield is a major vaccine
that constitutes 60 to 70 per cent
of the total vaccine supply world
over. Comparatively, other vaccines
such as Pfizer, Moderna, SinoVac
and Covaxin have much smaller
percentages in the whole pie.
However, the major shortcoming of
Covishield that is being experienced
is that it is not effective in preventing
infection. In fact, Covishield has not
been accepted by many western
countries primarily because it’s not
efficacious.
There have been instances where
individuals, after having taken
Covishield or Covaxin, on being
checked a month later, have shown
only one or two antibodies, which
is an extremely low number. Even
a natural infection produces up to
ten antibodies. Thus, it appears that
these vaccines are not fulfilling their
primary objective – to protect the
recipient of the vaccine against the

disease.
Their
second
objective
is
to prevent the transmission of
infection from the vaccinated to the
non-vaccinated. Vaccinated people,
in this case, are unfortunately still
capable of transmissions. While
it is said that the severity of the
infection will be much lower in
those vaccinated, it defeats the very
purpose of vaccines – they are taken
to prevent infections.

ADVERSE REACTION
REPORTING PROTOCOL
Linked to the issue of vaccine
efficiency is the state of our
reporting system. In contrast to the
west, the vaccine adverse reaction
reporting system is weak in India.
Here, if anyone develops an adverse
reaction to the vaccine, they will
most likely not attribute it to the
vaccine. While individuals in the
western world would both notify
and report their adverse reaction
online, Indian families are reluctant
to make an issue out of it and would
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ASTRAZENECA HAS SIGNED THE MOST VACCINE CONTRACTS
Covid-19 shots under contract (doses bn)
UK

EU

US

Other

AﬆraZeneca
Pﬁzer/BioNTech
J&J
Novavax
Sanoﬁ/GSK
Moderna
Gamaleya Research Inﬆitute
Curevac
Sinovac
Dynavax/Valneva
Beijing/Sinopharm
Covaxx
Inovio Pharma
Medicago/GSK
CanSino
1

0

2

3

Source: Airﬁnity
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play it down, often resorting to a
culturally nuanced fatalistic attitude.
Reporting does not surface in the
public sphere unless taken up by
the media. However, we do have a
few stray court cases related to the
adverse effects of Covishield. In one
such instance, the individual hadn’t
developed any antibodies after his
Covishield shot. Similarly, a man from
Chennai developed neurological
damage from the Covishield vaccine
trials. This complication resulted

in the demyelination of his entire
body, whereby the nerves become
completely uninsulated and can be
likened to a loose wire which will
short circuit. Both these individuals
have sued the Serum Institute of
India, while the second case has also
pulled in the designer of the vaccine,
Andrew Pollard.

ROUNDING UP
Except for one or two, most

p5

COVID vaccines do not appear to
have major side effects; it is only
the efficacy that is concerning. No
ferocious adverse reactions have
been noticed so far despite over 200
million having been vaccinated, the
majority with Covishield.
While there have been at least
six or seven fatalities in Germany,
England, and few other parts of
the world due to AstraZeneca’s
blood clot formation, Pfizer and few
other vaccines meanwhile seem to
showcase similar reaction. Thus,
when put this way, any vaccine can
have side effects.
Overall, it can be said that these
first-generation vaccines, as they
were readied on a trial basis, they
were rapidly run with few safety
checks where the templates used
were also outdated. Naturally,
they may not be as efficacious as
the second and third-generation
vaccines, which are more refined
and safer. As opposed to nasal
vaccines, intramuscular vaccines
(e.g., Covishield) are unable to
reach the upper portions of the
lungs and nose and thus are not
very effective. Additionally, the
latter only generates IgG and IgM
antibodies which do not provide
substantial protection. Meanwhile,
nasal
vaccines
synthesize
an
antibody called the IgA, which can
neutralize the virus on contact in
the nose. Therefore, to be mask-free
and completely healthy, we need
vaccines like these.

COVID-19 VACCINE: SERIOUS DISORDERS REGISTERED IN EUROPE
Although Johnson&Johnson’s and AﬆraZeneca’s Vaccines are the focus of recent attention,
illnesses have been occasionally observed in the use of other vaccines as well
DISORDERS

MODERNA

JOHNSON&JOHNSON

PFIZER

ASTRAZENECA

Blood & Lymphatic

289

7

2,764

3,110

Cardiac

938

21

4,261

4,721

Gaﬆrointeﬆinal

1,627

39

11,083

33,965

Nervous syﬆem

3,210

98

20,627

63,671

Respiratory

1,537

30

7,647

10,658

Source: European database of suspected adverse drug reaction reports
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DAUNTING REALITIES
The second wave of the pandemic has dealt a severe blow to the green shoots of
economic recovery

T.M. VEERARAGHAV

T

CONSULTING EDITOR

he Indian Economy recorded
its worst ever performance in
over four decades and GDP
for the year 2020-21 is estimated
to have contracted by 7.3 percent.
While the magnitude of the
contraction is lesser than what
was feared initially, this is the first
time since 1980 that it has shrunk,
largely due to the pandemic and
subsequent nationwide lockdown
imposed in April 2020.
In the first quarter of the last
financial year, the economy had
shrunk by over 24 per cent and in
subsequent quarters it slowly, but
steadily, recovered from the losses.
In the final quarter of the year, the
GDP numbers returned to a positive
zone, and the economy expanded
by 1.6 per cent.
Unfortunately,
the universal relief felt from the
economic recovery in the final
quarter and predictions for the year
ahead will now be impacted by the
onset of the deadly second wave.

SECOND WAVE-COUNTING THE
COST
The fact that there was no
nationwide blanket lockdown this
time around would imply that the
blow on the economy will be less
stark than last year, but it could
still be debilitating. Unlike last year
which saw one massive fall and then
recovery in the economy, the impact
of the second wave will be more
sustained and rebooting different
states with varying levels of damage,
human and economic, could be tricky.
How long the second wave will last is
still anybody’s guess at this juncture.
Though the number of cases now
thankfully display a downward trend,
the devastation in terms of human

lives and investor confidence is,
arguably, far more severe this time,
it seems.
Against this backdrop, it would
be safe to assume that the heavy
state expenditure on the ongoing
public health care support and
the proclaimed goal of universal
vaccination by the end of this
financial year would impose severe
pressure on state finances to bolster
the economy. The rural economy had
escaped a battering during the first
wave, as is indicated by the record
harvests, with agriculture showing a
positive trend that helped in reviving
the economy. The demand stability
offered by the agri-economy built a
strong backbone for recovery and
core sector output after the first
wave. However, this time the virus
has spread its deadly tentacles into
the rural heartland of India, although
its overall impact is still to be fully
assessed. It is critical to monitor
rural economic indicators closely in
the coming months and address any
signs of distress at the earliest.

BOOMING MARKETS AMIDST A
PANDEMIC
The Indian stock markets seem to
be immune to the pandemic and the
precarious economic situation that

it has brought with it. In fact, in this
pandemic situation, globally, there
has been a huge influx of capital
into the share markets. Foreign
Institutional Investors are estimated
to have invested over US$ 1 billion in
Indian markets in the month of May
alone when the country was reeling
under an unprecedented number of
deaths. This explains why Sensex and
Nifty recorded highs of over 51,000
and 15,000 points, respectively.
The first wave destroyed billions
in investor wealth and brought
the market down on its knees,
with stocks reaching record lows.
Since then, there seems to be a
massive reluctance to take up fresh
investments and projects, leading
to capital being pumped into the
markets. While this is a global
trend, in a developing economy like
India, the lack of confidence to take
up fresh investment could lead to
serious consequences in terms of job
creation and growth. The booming
markets may reflect a real economic
problem and lack of confidence.
These gains are also not tangible, and
a rapid, uninterrupted flight of this
market capital is a constant reality.

LOOMING THIRD WAVE?
Scientists are predicting the 3rd
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REAL GDP IN Q4 2021
% change from pre-pandemic projections
- 7.8%

INDIA

- 6.9%

INDONESIA

- 6.4%

SPAIN

- 6.1%

SOUTH AFRICA

- 6%

MEXICO

- 5.4%

ARGENTINA

- 4.8%

UNITED KINGDOM

- 4.5%

BRAZIL

- 4%

ITALY

- 3.8%

EURO AREA

- 3.4%

SAUDI ARABIA
CANADA

- 3.2%

FRANCE

- 3%
- 3%

WORLD

- 2.5%

GERMANY

- 2.3%

AUSTRALIA

- 1.9%

KOREA

- 1.7%

RUSSIA

- 1.3%

JAPAN

- 1%

World

CHINA
TURKEY
UNITED STATES

- 8%

- 6%

- 4%

Note: Pre-pandemic projections refer to November 2019 projections.
Source: OECD (2021), OECD Economic Outlook, Interim Report March 2021.

wave as early as in the last quarter of
this year.
This has not helped to boost
economic sentiment as the overall
negativity generated by the disastrous second wave continues to
linger in the mindset of the public.
Getting an accurate and re-

- 0.8%

- 2%

- 0%
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reliable damage assessment of the
Indian economy as a result of the
pandemic remains problematic.
For instance, estimating job losses
in the unorganised sector and the
daily wage section of the population
is excruciating. And, the impact the
partial lockdowns have had in several

INDIAN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE BACK
DOWN AFTER COVID-19 SHOCK
Average unemployment rate in India (2016-2020)

25%
20%
15%
10%

9.7%
May ‘16

8.5%
Jun ‘20

5%
0%

3.4%
Jul ‘17

2016

Source: Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy

2017

2018

2019

2020
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urban centres on this section of the
population will take time to unravel.
In fact, most of these families and
smaller businesses had exhausted
their savings to rebuild from the first
wave. Whether they can do the same
after the second wave remains a
daunting question.
The fact that when the pandemic
struck, the Indian economy was
growing at a sluggish pace of only 4
per cent (an 11-year low in terms of
growth rate) has further handicapped
the efforts for a rapid recovery.
Evidently, the system has deeper
issues that merit urgent redressal
apart from the pressures imposed
by the pandemic. While economists
have argued that it is imperative to
put cash in the hands of the people
to boost demand, it is not clear
where central and state governments
can find fiscal resources for such an
exercise.
Clearly, there is an economic
crisis lurking in the shadows of the
enormous humanitarian crisis facing
the country, and it will require deft
and humane handling at all levels of
economic governance.

Assessment
This is the first time that a
generation of Indians will
experience a shrinking economy,
and the impact of it could be
enormous in terms of real income
and opportunities. It will be most
severe on weaker sections of the
society and those just above the
poverty line and could reverse
social gains made in the last few
decades.
State and Central Governments
cannot afford to cut corners on
expenditure for public health
and the vaccination drive. At
the same time, they will face
a major challenge in finding
financial resources to bolster the
economy.
Restoring confidence to ignite
real economic activity is the key
challenge, and the bull run in the
stock markets may need to be
viewed with concern.
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A STRATEGIC U-TURN
The easing of American sanctions on the Nord Stream project has raised hopes of a
more profitable business landscape for European allies, as they seek to recover from
the ravages of the pandemic

NORD STREAM PIPELINES FROM RUSSIA
SYNERGIA FOUNDATION
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RESEA RCH

T E A M

n a decisive departure from the
heavy-handedness of the Trump
regime, President Joe Biden
has waived sanctions on Nord
Stream 2 AG, a company involved
in the construction of the 1,230
km-long gas pipeline from Russia
to Germany. Despite engaging in
what the U.S. State Department
terms as ‘sanctionable activity’, this
exemption has been extended to
include the firm’s chief executive
Matthia Warnig, a former East
German intelligence officer with
close ties to Russian President
Vladimir Putin.
The lifting of these penalties
has been touted to be in the larger
national interest of the United
States, as it demonstrates the Biden
administration’s commitment to
energy security in Europe. However,
it is unlikely to go down well with
domestic and international critics,
who perceive the pipeline as a
geopolitical project that deepens
Europe’s fuel dependence on
Moscow and strengthens Putin’s
position.

STRATEGIC CALCULUS
Since its very inception, the Nord
Stream 2 gas pipeline, which doubles
the capacity of extant channels
funnelling natural gas from Russia,
has polarised the global community.
While some have heralded it as
a panacea for European energy
stability, others have critiqued it as a
‘strategic weapon’ for Moscow.
Although President Biden and
his Secretary of State Anthony
Blinken have traditionally belonged
to this latter camp, they have now
recalibrated their approach. They

Nord Stream
Nord Stream 2

FINLAND
BALTIC SEA

NORWAY

VYBORG
UST-LUGA

SWEDEN

ESTONIA

DENMARK

LITHUANIA
RUSSIA

GREIFSWALD

GERMANY

RUSSIA

LATVIA

BELARUS

POLAND

Source: Gazprom

are keen to strike a compromise with
the combative German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, who has been a vocal
supporter of the pipeline.
The new administration is also
seeking to forge closer cooperation
with its European partners, as
bilateral ties had considerably
frayed during the Trump era.
Germany is not only one of the
most robust economies in Europe,
but a critical lynchpin in combating
climate change and the COVID-19
pandemic. It can also play a vital role
in coordinating strategies to counter
China’s global ascendancy. As the
Nord Stream project has already
neared completion, the realist in
President Biden has recognised that
the extension of penalties would be
redundant.

ENERGY POLITICS
For Berlin, the Nord Stream 2
pipeline is essentially a commercial
project that addresses declining
gas production in Europe. It also

SYNERGIA FOUNDATION

allows its economy to transition
out of nuclear and coal-powered
energy generation as part of its
‘Energiewende’ project, even while
supplementing intermittent sources
of renewable energy.
At the same time, the European
Union has indicated plans to
abandon natural gas by 2050 as
part of its efforts to become carbon
neutral. Germany has also inched
closer to a carbon-friendly grid. In
light of this reality, there seems
to be an implicit understanding in
Washington that Moscow’s leverage
over European energy requirements
may be short-lived. Furthermore,
countries like Norway, Qatar, and
parts of Africa continue to supply gas
to large swathes of Western Europe.
Hedging its bets on this integrated
and competitive energy market, the
Biden administration has opted to
build bridges with Germany.

NOT EVERYONE IS HAPPY
Irrespective

of

the

rationale
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TOTAL IMPACT (DIRECT, INDIRECT AND INDUCED) OF THE NORD
STREAM 2 PROJECT BASED ON COMMITTED AND SPENT FUNDS
OF €8,006 MILLION
DIRECT EFFECT

INDIRECT EFFECT

INDUCED EFFECT

IN MILLION €

6,123

Russia
Germany

3,852
2,389

Netherlands
Switzerland

1,233
897

Finland
Sweden

635

Auﬆria

533

United Kingdom

586

Denmark

288

Belgium

250

Italy

237

Norway

189

Other EU

1

Other Non-EU2

believed to have been perpetrated
by hackers based in Russia. In this
context, the waiver of sanctions on
the Nord Stream project has not
been good for domestic optics.
There is also a commercial angle
to this controversy. Given that
liquified natural gas produced in the
U.S. is more expensive than Russia’s
pipeline gas, there are concerns
that Washington may lose its export
business to Europe. Therefore, in an
attempt to appease industrial lobbies
as well as domestic constituencies,
the Biden regime has announced
fresh sanctions on Russian entities
and vessels.

Assessment

278
165

Source: Nord Stream 2, Arthur D.Little (current project inveﬆment based on current commitments), IMPLAN
Note: 1) Other EU includes: Eﬆonia, France, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, Spain.
2) Other Non-Eu includes: Brazil, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, United States

employed, this waiver threatens to
undermine America’s relations with
other European allies. Countries
like Ukraine, Poland, Slovakia, and
Sweden have pointed out that the
pipeline will strengthen Russia’s
energy monopoly, allowing it to cut
critical gas supplies when relations
with Europe turn sour.
For Ukraine, in particular, the
prospects are extremely concerning.
Given that the pipeline bypasses its
territory and deprives it of crucial
transit revenues, it stands to lose
its position as an essential player
in the energy ecosystem. This, in
turn, renders it more vulnerable
to Moscow’s military adventurism.
Kyiv would consider this a betrayal,
as the White House had pledged
“unwavering support” for Ukrainian
sovereignty only recently, amidst
the ongoing border-standoff in the
eastern Donbas region.
Even in Germany, the pipeline
does not enjoy unanimous support.
While the Christian Democrats and
the Social Democrats have backed
this project, the Green Party has
emerged as a principal detractor,
owing to climate protection concerns.
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Similarly, the Free Democrats have
pushed for a suspension of the
construction, citing alleged human
rights violations by Russia as well as
the unresolved Crimean conflict.

DOMESTIC OPPOSITION
Predictably,
the
waiver
of
Congress-mandated
sanctions
has triggered a political storm in
the U.S. Cutting across party lines,
several lawmakers have condemned
the decision as an “affront to
Constitutional prerogatives”. Timed
just before the Biden-Putin summit,
it is feared that the waiver will
further encourage Moscow’s “malign
influence project” and enrich Russian
coffers without any ostensible gains
for the American side.
In any case, the trajectory of
Washington’s relations with Moscow
has been a sensitive subject in Capitol
Hill. Bilateral tensions have been
high, amidst allegations of Russian
involvement in cyber-attacks against
critical infrastructure in America.
Only recently, a major oil pipeline
on the U.S. East Coast had been
the target of a ransomware attack,

Although Biden has eased
sanctions on the principal
construction company, there
are other challenges that will
constrain the pipeline project.
Since penalties continue to be
imposed on many Russianflagged ships and other entities,
it will not be easy to secure the
required approvals, specialised
verification, and certification
services for commencing
operations.
Given that the Nord Stream 2
project is riddled with legal and
reputational risks, Washington
may simply be kicking the can
down the road until elections are
held in Germany later this year. If
the Green party comes to power,
there may be a recalibration of
Berlin’s priorities.
Ultimately, however, the
biggest takeaway is that the
Biden administration does not
adopt a zero-sum approach in
its relations with Russia. Even
while keeping up the pressure
through miscellaneous sanctions,
it remains open to extending
an olive branch, especially if it
benefits powerful allies in Europe.
Being flexible on sanctions may
also be part of a larger U.S.
strategy to extract concessions
from Russia and unyoke it from
its growing strategic alliance with
China.
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PUNITIVE ROAD TO NET-ZERO
From taxes to embargos – what does it take to achieve goals on climate policies?
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he year has seen some
significant initiatives being
mooted on the climate change
front by forcing action through
drastic policy interventions.
On May 18, the International
Energy Agency (IEA) called for a ban
on exploring and developing new oil
and gas projects as part of their ‘netzero by 2050’ plan to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2050.
Earlier this month, in a virtual
Petersburg
Climate
Dialogue,
German Chancellor Angela Merkel
proposed a ‘CO2 price worldwide’
to keep global emissions in check
worldwide. She called for further
discussions on interventions to assist
developing countries struggling with
the financial burden of the climate
crisis.

HIKING THE COST OF
POLLUTING
Considered an effective tool
‘for meeting domestic emission
mitigation commitments’, tax on
carbon consumed is intended to
address the ‘silent killer.’ It is hoped
that it will make visible the hidden
social costs of carbon emissions,
which are otherwise felt only in
indirect ways – like climate change
and on one’s health. Countries that
have already implemented a carbon
tax policy have priced it too low to
make a dent in global emissions.
Without interventions to mitigate
the accumulation of carbon dioxide,
future generations will experience
an increased risk of respiratory
conditions, climate events, and
destruction of the natural world.
The primary motivation for
supporting carbon taxation has
been its potential to meet domestic
emission mitigation commitments
and produce benefits such as

reducing air pollution, which is a
prevalent health crisis in many
countries. Many countries like China,
the U.S., UK, and New Zealand,
among others, have systems in place
that enforce a carbon limit by pricing
carbon emissions in the form of tax
or an emissions trading system (ETS).
Despite the noble intentions
of these states, enough loopholes
remain to bypass the ETS. Since carbon
tax is not presently applied uniformly
across countries, companies locate
their manufacturing in low carbon
tax companies leading to a ‘carbon
leakage.’ In the case of the EU ETS,
critics point at its ridiculously low
prices, making it hardly a deterrent.
Sadly, little research has been gone
into assessing the actual volume and
prevalence of carbon leakages.
One study in the EU concluded
that a border tax on carbon emissions
could lower leakage rates and reduce
overall emissions by 5 per cent. But
due to the global economic inequity,
the impact of implementing an
international carbon tax appears
detrimental to poorer countries at
first glance. The Potsdam Institute for
Climate Impact Research identified
that 400 million people worldwide
would live in extreme poverty by 2030

if a global carbon tax is implemented
(without considering the socioeconomic effects of the pandemic).
It is not surprising that, therefore,
carbon tax interventions have
repeatedly failed to gain political
will. It is not the best first option in
climate change intervention as it
does not consider externalities that
are potentially more important than
the direct damage of climate change
itself.

BIG OIL IN SOUP
Oil companies have been criticised
for their disinterest in climate plans
despite being the biggest contributors
– for ‘not including all their products,
treading too slowly, and being overly
reliant on carbon offsets’.
The IEA’s recent announcement is
significant in that it has inadvertently
caused a bandwagon effect for other
major players in the industry to follow
suit. A Dutch court ordered Royal
Dutch Shell to cut its carbon dioxide
emissions 45 per cent below its 2019
levels by 2030. An activist hedge fund
that favours renewable energy won
two seats on oil giant Exxon Mobil
Corp’s board. Considering that Exxon
has previously mainly selected its
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CARBON PRICING INLTIATIVES IMPLEMENTED, SCHEDULED FOR
IMPLEMENTATION AND UNDER CONSIDERATION (ETS AND CARBON TAX)
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International players must work
committedly towards sustainable
carbon policies. Policymakers
have to ideate pragmatic and
equitable policies that ensure
mitigation, taking cognisance
of the nuances in regional
frameworks that inadvertently
influence consumer behaviour.
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The large circles represent cooperation intiatives on carbon pricing between subnational jurisdictions.
The small circles represent carbon pricing intiatives in cities.
Source: Carbon Tax Center

directors for their 12-member board,
the move is remarkable. It may spur
more activist investors to push for
reform and influence overall investor
decisions. A small activist hedge fund
(Engine No 1) promoted these new

Chevron
Corporation’s
annual
investor confab voted an emission
cut plan for the consumption of its
products, placing upon itself the
onus for the pollution its customers
create when burning its oil and gas.
Net-zero targets between 2050
and 2060 already cover 70 per cent of
the world. A key criticism that these
climate policies receive from OPEC
and other climate activists is that the
decision opens risk to price volatility
while the goal of achieving net-zero
emissions seems over-ambitious.
OPEC further argues that without an
inclusive policy that accommodates
countries within different levels of
economic development, it will be
difficult to transition to renewable
energy.

Assessment

Montenegro

Portugal
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“green” members by garnering the
support of some of Exxon’s most
prominent investors.
American
investors are now asking energy
companies to shift their business
models as climate change intensifies.

While carbon tax alone will not
solve rising temperatures and
climate change, it is a significant
first step towards Net-Zero. A
progressive introduction of
carbon taxation would allow
businesses and individuals to
adjust. It would be in the interest
of countries like India and
China when the benefits from
reduced air pollution mortality
are considered – a $35 a ton
carbon tax in 2030 would save
an estimated 300,000 premature
deaths a year in China and
approximately 170,000 in India,
as per research.
Developing countries need to
be encouraged to make the
green transition. A floor price
that differentiates according
to economic development
accompanied by an international
finance redistribution scheme for
the climate sector would benefit
the developing countries.
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SHRINKING LABOUR POOL
With declining demographic growth rates, China will have to restructure its manpowerintensive economy
CHINA’S BIRTHRATE HAS FALLEN IN RECENT YEARS
Total number of births in China per 1,000 people (1978-2020)
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ortending grim socio-economic
challenges, China’s population
has grown at its slowest pace
since the 1960s. According to the
2020 census, the average annual
growth rate over the last decade was
0.53%, which is 0.04% less than the
figures recorded between 2000 and
2010. Although the population levels
have not declined in absolute terms,
experts indicate that this will soon
come to pass, as current fertility
rates are not sufficient to replace a
rapidly-ageing population.
If this is indeed true, it would be
the first demographic decline since
the 1960s, when millions of people
had succumbed to the great Chinese
famine. Policymakers are concerned
that a diminution of the population
could retard China’s drive to achieve
the average household wealth
matching developed nations. In
fact, speculations are rife that the
Chinese government delayed its
publication of the Seventh National
Population Census to avoid such
ominous forecasts.
Having released this data,
however, the Communist Party has
paved the way for an aggressive
rollout of measures that seek to
reverse demographic trends. It
remains to be seen whether this will
be sufficient to tide over the effects
of what is essentially a self-inflicted
crisis.

FAMILY PLANNING POLICIES
The
source
of
China’s
demographic woes can be traced
to the 1979 era ‘one-child policy’,
which had imposed a harsh ‘single
child’ norm to reduce its massive
population growth. Violators of
this policy had been faced with the
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Source: China Statiﬆical Yearbook

prospect of fines, loss of employment
or even forced abortions.
While
this
heavy-handed
approach may have slowed down the
population growth in this country,
it simultaneously contributed to a
reduction in the number of women
of child-bearing age. Between
2000 and 2010, UN demographers
estimate that the fertility rates had
dropped to 1.6 births during the
average lifetime of a woman. As this
trend continued, the number of new
births proved insufficient to replace
the steadily burgeoning population
of elderly citizens as well as the
deceased.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC FALLOUT
With a progressively diminishing
pool of young people, there has
been a relative stagnation in China’s
labour force. A research paper
circulated by the People’s Bank of
China warns that the benefits of a
large working-age population, which

2000

2010

2020
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the country has hitherto enjoyed,
will taper out soon. Any resultant
increase in labour shortages,
therefore, will trigger wage inflation.
Since
China’s
export-oriented
economy relies on inexhaustibly
cheap labour, it can affect factory
productivity, thereby undermining
the demographic dividends that the
region has long boasted of.
A shrinking workforce can
also aggravate the inverted age
structure, with not enough young
people to support the social welfare
costs of senior citizens. Certain
studies suggest that China will
transition from having eight workers
for each retiree to two workers for
each retiree by 2050. Against this
backdrop, demands for healthcare
and pensions are likely to spike,
with an ever-increasing number
of retirees triggering a national
reallocation of priorities. Such
diversion of resources away from
investment and production may
hamper economic growth, as has
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GLOBAL FERTILITY RATES AND
LIVE BIRTHS: 2010-2030
Fertility rates
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permitting couples to have three
children.
Only time will tell whether these
measures can dispel the spectre of
past policy errors. In the meantime,
Beijing has scaled up its investments
in technological resources to
overcome demographic problems.
By switching to a highly automated
and flexible manufacturing process
as well as establishing its superiority
in robotics and artificial intelligence,
it hopes to move up the global value
chain. This, in turn, can offset any
apparent disadvantages in labour
costs and workforce numbers. As
remarked by Paul Chan Poh Hoi in
the Straits Times (May 17, 2021),
age becomes less of a factor in a
knowledge-driven economy.

Assessment
132,000

2010

2015

Note: Data from 2020 are forecaﬆs

2020

Source: Euromonitor International

been witnessed in the case of Japan.
Although the Chinese State has
adequate cash to cover pensions
at present, analysts fear a looming
debt crisis in the foreseeable.
In fact, the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences has estimated that
the pension reserve may run out
by 2035. Already, shortfalls have
been reported in the North-Eastern
province of Heilongjiang, where
authorities are being compelled to
establish a national pool and crossprovince allocation of funds to make
up for the pension deficit.
Anticipating such a crisis, many
leaders in the Communist Party
have called for an increase in the
retirement ages of workers to reduce
the gap between contributions and
outlays. Indeed, this proposal has
been vaguely incorporated in a new
five-year plan. Sceptics, however,
point out that the lengthening of
work lives can further drive down
fertility rates, as many families in
China rely on their elderly members
to take care of their children.
Finally, there are concerns
that domestic consumption may
be adversely affected, as most
economies are driven by the
consumer appetites of a young

2025

2030
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demography.
From
purchasing
property to buying consumables,
they are more prone to adding new
goods to the consumption basket.
If such spending patterns are
not sustained, then the rate of
investment will be inadequate to
fuel growth.

OFFSETTING DISADVANTAGES
Acknowledging these problems,
the Chinese government had ended
its controversial one-child policy in
2016 and allowed couples to have
two children. This, however, failed
to reverse the country’s falling
birth rate in the short term as
urban couples, caught in a web of
consumption, were loath to spend
more money on raising children at
the cost of their own lifestyle.
Given this reality, policymakers
are said to be considering the
possibility
of
extending
cash
payments or providing cheap childcare as an incentive.
There are also calls for a radical
revamping
of China’s family
planning policy. Most recently,
the government has succumbed
to demographic pressures, by
further lifting the cap on births and

China is not the only nation
suffering from a drop in fertility
levels. Japan, South Korea, the
U.S. and the European Union
have also recorded falling
birth rates. However, unlike
their Western counterparts,
these Asian countries have a
closed immigration system.
Therefore, they may be not
able to counterbalance their
demographic shortcomings
with mass migration flows from
the Global South, as has been
witnessed in Europe and North
America. Contrary to xenophobic
rhetoric, an influx of refugees
can contribute to the economic
dynamism of Western countries.
The falling birth rate is a
natural by-product of economic
development and prosperity.
Although Japan and South
Korea have faced identical
predicaments, they have
met them with first-class
infrastructure, education systems
and high-tech supply chains that
continue to bring prosperity.
In any case, manufacturing
processes that are based on
cheap and easily available labour
cannot last forever. It is inevitable
that they will replaced by smart
factories that employ fewer
workers. Therefore, the global
consumer has to be prepared to
pay for this change.
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RAMPAGING DIGITAL SCOURGE
As anonymous cyber gangs run amok, raking in millions in ransomware payments, the
global powers are themselves divided in coming up with an effective counter-strategy
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arly this month, a private fuel
supplier in the U.S., Colonial
Pipelines Corporation, came
under
a
severe
ransomware
attack which forced the closure
of its 5500miles gas pipeline that
supplies almost 45% of the fuels
to the American East Coast. Not
surprisingly, it caused disruption,
widespread panic, and a surge in
prices.
As per the Wall Street Journal,
the CEO of Colonial, Joseph Blount,
promptly paid a ransom of $4.4,
unsure of the extent of the breach
and how long it would take to regain
control. The fuel situation has
been made precarious because in
the search to cut operating costs,
gas suppliers have over the years
wound down more traditional forms
of supplying fuel to consumers, like
road and rail tankers etc., and have
relied heavily on a single pipeline.

It was a lucrative target by any
measure, ripe for the picking.
FBI laid the blame on DarkSide,
a cyber-criminal gang based in
Eastern Europe. Elliptic, a blockchain
analytics firm, claims from its
research on bitcoin wallets that in
the last nine months, DarkSide had
made almost $90million from 47 of
its ransomware targets.
President Biden blamed the
attack on Russia based cyber gangs,
although he allowed Kremlin the
benefit of the doubt, but asked
President Putin to “take decisive
action” against them.
While the Colonial attack garnered
all the attention, it was not the
only ransomware attack. Toshiba,
the Japanese megacorporation,
also had its European operations
attacked by DarkSide while Ireland’s
health service too suffered a severe
ransomware attack.

A GATHERING STORM
Ransomware attacks have been
around for some time now, but
their intensity has peaked in the

last couple of years, facilitated by
the widespread use of bitcoins
which provide anonymity and speed
in large online transactions. With
more of the global infrastructure,
both private and public becoming
digitised, the targets have increased
exponentially.
Essentially a malware that, after
breaching the system, encrypts and
locks the files until a decryption
code is supplied by the hacker on
payment through bitcoins. The
underlining threat is not only denying
access to critical data or deleting
it but also making public millions
of files of individuals containing
sensitive information. Hackers are
indiscriminate in the selection of
their victims, picking from ordinary
citizens to small businesses through
phishing, watering-hole attacks and
targeting larger wealthy corporations
using sophisticated digital tools.
In fact, skilled programmers and
hackers with impressive portfolios
offer readymade malware that can
be easily downloaded from their
Ransomware-as-a-service
(RaaS)
websites. Thus, Ransomware in itself
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cyber-realm can easily spill over and
leave ramifications across sectors
globally.
According to McAfee and the
CSIS, 1 per cent of global GDP
(almost $600 billion) is lost due
to incessant cybercrimes and
ransomware attacks. Cybersecurity
Ventures predicts cybercrime will
cost the world more than $6 trillion
annually by 2021, up from $3 trillion
in 2015. The report further adds that
this represents the greatest transfer
of economic wealth in history and
that cybercrime risks the incentives

TOP 20 COUNTRIES GENERATING CYBER CRIME

Source: Research Gate
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has become an economy of sorts,
constantly improving and enhancing
its software in accordance with everimproving cybersecurity measures.
The magnitude and the scope
of the threat lie in the nature of
cyberspace today that is not limited
to just the IT/software sector or
the world wide web. It facilitates
global businesses, financial systems,
communications
flows,
energy
grids and various kinds of defence
equipment through cloud computing
and data analysis. An attack on such
a sophisticated and interconnected
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28%
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for innovation and investment.
Of even greater concern is the
threat such attacks pose to the
health care sector. From the time
digitisation of personal health info
(PHI) started, health facilities and
pharmaceutical companies have
been the biggest target for malicious
ransomware hackers. The British
National Health Service was crippled
when 40 of its hospitals lost patient
appointments,
critical
surgery
schedules and even re-routing of
ambulance services in one of the
biggest ransomware attacks. India
reportedly saw an increase of 31
per cent in ransomware attacks
in the pandemic, most of which
targeted healthcare and associated
industries.
The threat to national security
was amply demonstrated in 2017
when WannaCry, a ransomware
worm, employed the hacking tools
developed by the U.S. National
Security Agency (NSA) to target a
weak patch within the Microsoft
Windows system. This then allowed
the malware to enter the system and
exploit the stored data. It affected
almost 2 lakh computer systems
across 150 countries, creating
widespread loss, confusion, and
disruption.

A HOUSE DIVIDED
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A curious divide is clearly at play
in the international community’s
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RANSOMWARE TARGETED INDUSTRIES (AS OF 1Q20)
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efforts to mount a counteroffensive.
The western nations spearheaded
by the U.S. insist upon minimal
government role and control of what
should ideally be a free, safe, and
secure cyber-realm. They promote
a multi-stakeholder approach where
key stakeholders come together to
participate in deliberation, decision
making and implementation of laws
and policies and thus take collective
responsibility.
Other nation-states led by
Russia and China put forward
the sovereignty of the state
above everything else and a noninterference of cyberspace in
the state’s political affairs. It is a
more authoritarian approach that
insists on state control over digital
networks. This fundamental divide
plays out while drafting international
laws and standards on cybersecurity.
The Budapest Convention on
cybercrime, the first international
treaty to address internet and
cybercrime passed in 2004 by the
Council of Europe, was modelled
on
the
western
approach.
It
promoted
harmonising
national laws with international
standards of cybersecurity and
cooperation
between
nationstates. Simultaneously the same
faction promoted their agenda in
the UN by forming the UN Group
of Governmental Experts (GGE) for

11.6%
11.6%

24.9%
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cybercrime with almost the same
guidelines which were framed in the
Budapest Convention.
Russia, while being a member
of the GGE and an observer state
on the council of Europe, had
blocked any meaningful resolution
from GGE and then, alongside
both processes, pushed for a more
independent, inclusive, transparent,
and democratic body to study
responsible state behaviour and
cooperation in cyberspace. These
efforts resulted in the OEWG (OpenEnded Working Groups) bringing
about more practical approaches
to
ensure
cooperation
and
development of secure cyberspace.
The OEWG called for strengthening
the nascent cyberinfrastructure
in the developing world through
the exchange of information and
required equipment, an agreement
among nation-states not to allow
the malicious use of ICTs on their
soil and an utmost emphasis on
protecting healthcare and other
critical sectors.
The UN finally endorsed the
OEWG report in March this year,
after almost a decade of talks and
discussions. While it builds on the
foundational understandings of the
GGE reports, which emphasise an
open and free internet and a need
to take collective accountability for
attacks that spread across national

borders, it integrates other demands
of the latter faction as well. The
report is not legally binding and
overall is not a popular endorsement
for any sides. Iran went as far as to
disassociate with the report stating
its resolutions as unacceptable.

Assessment
Governments should take
on more proactive measures
to ensure cybersecurity.
There need to be more costbenefit cybersecurity training
programmes that will help
private firms to invest wisely and
effectively in cybersecurity.
The government should also
encourage incentives for
information sharing within
cooperations so that various
kinds of malicious software
can be effectively studied and
mitigated. Most importantly,
the government needs to invest
heavily in R&D to counter
the ever-changing nature
of ransomware attacks and
malicious ICTs.
Since the private sector has
the lead in most cutting-edge
technology related to cyber, a
private-public partnership would
be most beneficial to fight the
scourge of ransomware.
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